Spelling Workouts:
suffixes beginning with vowel sounds

Tips

If you are adding suffixes which start with a vowel
to a word with more than 1 syllable, then...
The consonant letter is not doubled
if the syllable is unstressed.

If the last syllable of a word is
stressed, double the final letter
before adding any suffix starting
with a vowel.

garden + ing = gardening
=

Forget + ing = forgetting
=

Can you add another
example in each box?

Check

Circle the words which are spelt correctly.
begining

transfering

upseting

presented

beginning

transferring

upsetting

presentted

listening

maddening

forgoten

unknowing

listenning

maddenning

forgotten

unknowwing

Create a new word by
adding a suffix to each of
these words.

Add words with a suffix to each sentence. Your
root word should have two or more syllables.

ascend

My brother is always
money off me.

whiten

I
it left the house.

fasten
harden

Mike
played it back to us.

pocket
where the cat went when
his dad’s voice and

Use

Below each picture is a word. Add a suffix to that word and
include it in a sentence about that picture.

upset

Change

suffer

Read each sentence and change the underlined word or
phrase for a word which includes a suffix added to a word
with two or more syllables.

When Peter looked around, he saw
the cat was going in the same
direction after him.

Bina enjoyed cheese and onion crisps,
but would rather eat salt and vinegar
crisps.

When we came back the next day,
the cement had become firm and
not soft.

Sunil added colour in the pictures
using coloured pencils.

Henry heard and paid attention to
the songs on the radio all morning.

Bill has not remembered where he left
his keys.

Apply

You have been warned not to go into these woods. Suddenly you
see something moving between the trees. Write a short story
about what happens. How many of these blue words can you
include after adding a suffix starting with a vowel to each one?

forbid
listen

sicken

madden

unburden

prefer

Extra challenge:

Can you include an
exclamation mark in
your writing?

